Introduction {#Sec1}
============

The NMR spectrum of cytochrome *c*, collected by Kowalsky in 1965, was the first high-resolution NMR spectrum of a paramagnetic protein published ever \[[@CR1]\]. The hyperfine shifts induced onto the methyl resonances of heme by the paramagnetic Fe^3+^ ion were large enough to circumvent resolution problems and permitted, for the first time, the identification of "individual" proton resonances, which have been used as source of information on protein oxidation states and on the number and nature of heme ligands \[[@CR2], [@CR3]\]. Soon after that, NMR spectroscopy was applied on other paramagnetic proteins such as single iron rubredoxins \[[@CR4]\] and on Fe--S cluster containing proteins \[[@CR5], [@CR6]\]. In combination with EPR, Mössbauer and magnetic susceptibility measurements, ^1^H NMR spectroscopy significantly contributed, since the early days of research on Fe--S proteins, to elucidate the electronic structure and magnetic coupling among the iron ions in Fe--S clusters \[[@CR7]--[@CR11]\]. Small electron transfer proteins such as rubredoxins, ferredoxins and HiPIPs are paradigmatic examples of how solution NMR can easily identify different types of Fe--S clusters and different oxidation states. Indeed, the number of iron ions, their oxidation states and the magnetic couplings among them determine NMR spectra that differ one another in terms of signal linewidths, chemical shifts and number of observed signals.

Elucidation of electronic structure of Fe--S clusters in proteins {#Sec2}
=================================================================

From the NMR spectroscopy point of view, there is a variety of possible behaviors and patterns. The least favorable situation is that occurring in oxidized single iron ion such as in rubredoxins (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}a). The first ^1^H NMR spectrum was reported by Moura and coworkers. Here an isolated, high spin Fe^3+^ ion (*S* = 5/2) gives a contribution to transverse nuclear relaxation rates of the βCH~2~ protons of iron-bound cysteines as large as 80 kHz \[[@CR12]\]. Albeit their very fast nuclear relaxation rates, which determine large linewidths, Cys βCH~2~ signals are observable, thanks to their large hyperfine shifts, being well outside the diamagnetic envelope. The reduction of Fe^3+^ ion to high spin, *S* = 2, Fe^2+^, gives a significant decrease in the observed linewidths and an increase in the chemical shifts of the βCH~2~ resonances (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}b), which are, therefore, oxidation state-dependent spectral parameters \[[@CR13], [@CR14]\]. In this way, NMR can be exploited to obtain information on iron oxidation states in rubredoxins.Fig. 11D ^1^H NMR spectra of different Fe--S cluster types. 400 MHz 1D ^1^H NMR spectra of Fe^3+^ (**a**) and Fe^2+^ (**b**) *C. pasteurianum* rubredoxin, acquired at 308 K (adapted from \[[@CR13]\]); **c** 200 MHz 1D ^1^H NMR spectrum of \[2Fe--2S\]^2+^ *P. umbilicalis* ferredoxin, acquired at 303 K \[[@CR15]\]; **d** 360 MHz 1D ^1^H NMR spectrum of \[2Fe--2S\]^+^ *P. umbilicalis* ferredoxin, recorded at 303 K \[[@CR25]\]; **e** 400 MHz 1D ^1^H NMR spectrum of \[2Fe--2S\]^+^ human ferredoxin, acquired at 303 K \[[@CR201]\]; **f** 500 MHz 1D ^1^H NMR spectrum of \[3Fe--4S\]^+^ *P. furiosus* ferredoxin, recorded at 303 K \[[@CR33]\]; 600 MHz 1D ^1^H NMR spectra of \[4Fe--4S\]^2+^, **g** \[[@CR40]\] and \[4Fe--4S\]^3+^, **i** \[[@CR60]\] *E. halophila* HIPIP II, recorded at 300 K; **h** 600 MHz 1D ^1^H NMR spectrum of \[4Fe--4S\]^+^ *C. acidi urici* ferredoxin, acquired at 298 K \[[@CR43]\]

In the case of Fe--S clusters, the magnetic coupling between the iron ions determines various electron spin energy levels whose separation depends on the magnetic coupling constants \[[@CR7], [@CR15]--[@CR18]\]. The coupling of the nuclear spins with these multiple electron spin levels significantly affect both the chemical shifts and the relaxation rates \[[@CR15], [@CR19], [@CR20]\]. As a consequence of this coupling, NMR signals are sharper than those observed for isolated iron ions, and the contact shifts experienced by cluster-bound residues are usually smaller than those observed in rubredoxins. Consequently, the NMR spectra are dramatically different when changing oxidation state or cluster composition. The hyperfine shifts, their temperature dependencies and the relaxation rates of nuclei of cluster-bound residues allowed NMR spectroscopists to elucidate the magnetic coupling patterns occurring in \[2Fe--2S\], \[3Fe--4S\] and \[4Fe--4S\] clusters. This contributed to the understanding of the electronic structure of Fe--S clusters in proteins, also thanks to the fact that NMR provides information at room temperature. We would like to recall here that the Fe--S clusters are usually always characterized by only two redox states differing by a single electron. Let us briefly overview the different cases.

In \[2Fe--2S\] clusters, the oxidized \[2Fe--2S\]^2+^ state contains two antiferromagnetically coupled Fe^3+^ ions that give rise to a *S* = 0 ground state \[[@CR21]\]. Antiferromagnetic coupling between two identical ions does not contribute significantly to reduce the electron spin relaxation times, and therefore, the βCH~2~ signals are quite broad \[[@CR15], [@CR22]\]. Their contact shifts are small compared to those in rubredoxins, in agreement with the fact that the contact shift in \[2Fe--2S\]^2+^ clusters is only due to coupling of the nuclear spin with the electron spin excited levels, which can be significantly populated at room temperature. These proteins feature a broad signal, usually unresolved, in the 40--30 ppm range and individual βCH~2~ protons from Cys bound to the two ions cannot be identified nor sequence specifically assigned (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}c) \[[@CR15], [@CR23]\].

Upon reduction, the added electron can be localized on a single iron ion, and therefore, the iron pair is described as a Fe^3+^--Fe^2+^ pair, or the extra electron can be delocalized over the cluster \[[@CR19], [@CR24]\]. For localized valence cases, as observed in plant-type ferredoxins, when antiferromagnetic coupling occurs, the electron spin relaxation rates of both iron ions increase, and therefore, the coupled nuclear spins relax slower. As a consequence, NMR signals become sharper than those in the oxidized \[2Fe--2S\]^2+^ form, in particular for βCH~2~ bound to the purely Fe^2+^ ion (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}d). According to the theoretical model developed for two magnetically coupled metal ions \[[@CR15], [@CR20]\], the isotropic shifts decrease with increasing temperature (Curie-type behavior) for cysteines bound to the Fe^3+^ ion and increase with increasing temperature (anti Curie-type behavior) for cysteines bound to the Fe^2+^ ion. Therefore, the fitting of the experimental temperature dependence can provide a direct measure of the magnetic exchange coupling constant *J* \[[@CR15]\]. The sequence-specific assignment of Cys residues bound to the cluster is the crucial step for the identification of the oxidation states of individual iron ions. Pioneering NOE experiments elegantly showed that, in \[2Fe--2S\]^+^ ferredoxins from plants and *algae*, the more reducible iron ion of the pair is that closer to the protein surface \[[@CR25]\]. The Cys ligands bound to the more reducible ion form a larger number of hydrogen bonds than those bound to the other iron ion, in agreement with previous proposals \[[@CR26]\]. This valence-localized model holds also in the case of Rieske ferredoxins \[[@CR27]\].

In the case of ion pairs with delocalized valence, as observed in mammalian ferredoxins, the iron ions have much slower electron spin relaxation rates than in the localized valence pairs \[[@CR28]\]. The pattern of chemical shifts can still be described with the model successfully used to account for the NMR properties of valence localized \[2Fe--2S\]^+^ ferredoxins, but nuclear relaxation is much faster thus determining much broader lines often undetectable for ^1^H signals (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}e). Sequence-specific assignment of metal binding residues is only possible via a combination of ^13^C, ^15^N and ^2^H experiments \[[@CR23]\].

Discovered about 10 years later than the other Fe--S clusters \[[@CR29]\], the \[3Fe--4S\] clusters are available in two oxidation states as well but, at variance with the \[2Fe--2S\] case, have paramagnetic ground states. The oxidized form, \[3Fe--4S\]^+^, contains three high spin Fe^3+^ ions. A total ground electron spin *S* = 1/2 level is observed, arising from slight inequivalence among the three *J*~*ij*~ values and from spin frustration \[[@CR30], [@CR31]\]. As shown in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}a, when *J*~12~ \> *J*~13~ = *J*~23~, Fe~1~ and Fe~2~ form an antiferromagnetically coupled pair; as a consequence, Fe~3~ cannot be antiferromagnetically coupled to both Fe~1~ and Fe~2~ and remains with *S* = 5/2, while the Fe~2~--Fe~3~ iron pair has a subspin *S* = 2. Observed hyperfine shifts are in the 40--0 ppm range (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}f) and therefore, they are similar to the situation observed in \[2Fe--2S\]^2+^ case; however, nuclear relaxation is much slower and NMR signals are relatively sharp and easy to be identified \[[@CR32]\]. Indeed, temperature dependence of the βCH~2~ protons signals of the iron bound cysteines is similar to the situation of \[2Fe--2S\]^2+^ case, i.e., signals from cysteines bound to the "frustrated" Fe~3~ ion have a Curie temperature dependence, while those arising from the Fe~1~--Fe~2~ pair (*S* = 2) have an opposite behavior with temperature. Therefore, sequence-specific assignment and iron identification within the scheme of Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}a was achieved and contributed significantly to the understanding of the magnetic coupling scheme in \[3Fe--4S\] clusters \[[@CR33]--[@CR35]\]. In the reduced \[3Fe--4S\]^0^ state, the extra electron is delocalized on a ferromagnetically coupled iron pair \[[@CR36]\]. The total *S* = 2 ground state \[[@CR37]\] is such that NMR signals from cluster bound residues are too broad and/or shifted too far to be detected.Fig. 2Magnetic coupling and electronic distribution in \[3Fe--4S\] and \[4Fe--4S\] clusters. Schematic representation of the spin frustration in a \[3Fe--4S\] cluster (**a**) and of the coupling scheme in a \[4Fe--4S\] cluster (**b**). **c**--**e** Electronic distribution in the \[4Fe--4S\]^3+^ clusters of HiPIPs: **c** the extra electron can be unevenly distributed among the iron ions Fe~1~, Fe~3~ and Fe~4~; **d** a chemical equilibrium between two different electronic distributions in the cluster, where mixed-valence Fe^2.5+^--Fe^2.5+^ iron ion pairs are represented as grey squares and purely Fe^3+^--Fe^3+^ pairs are represented as white squares; **e** illustration of the resonance between two limit formulas. Fe^3+^ and Fe^2+^ ions are represented as white and black squares, respectively

In \[4Fe--4S\] clusters, there are three possible/available states, \[4Fe--4S\]^3+/2+/1+^. The magnetic coupling scheme increases in complexity, as six *J*~*ij*~ magnetic coupling constants are needed to describe the system (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}b). In the \[4Fe--4S\]^2+^ case, the situation is described by two, identical, valence delocalized, Fe^3+^--Fe^2+^ pairs, that are antiferromagnetically coupled each other \[[@CR38]\]. The electron spin energy levels diagram has a diamagnetic *S* = 0 ground state and the cluster has four equivalent iron ions, formally Fe^2.5+^. As in the case of oxidized \[2Fe--2S\]^2+^, paramagnetism arises from excited states \[[@CR5], [@CR6]\]. Typical spectrum is depicted in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}g. The observed contact shifts are smaller than those in \[2Fe--2S\]^2+^ proteins, indicating that, at room temperature, the excited levels are less populated, and therefore, larger *J* values than in the \[2Fe--2S\]^2+^ case are operative \[[@CR39], [@CR40]\]. Compared to \[2Fe--2S\] ferredoxins, shorter electron spin relaxation times determine sharper signals for Cys βCH~2~/αCH protons, which made possible the sequence-specific, stereospecific assignment of all eight βCH~2~ signals of the iron bound cysteines \[[@CR40]--[@CR42]\]. It was also found that contact shifts of Cys βCH~2~ protons depend on the Fe--S--C--H dihedral angle \[[@CR43]\]; this angular dependence was successfully converted into structural constraints within solution structure calculations (see later) \[[@CR44]\].

The \[4Fe--4S\]^2+^ state can be either oxidized to \[4Fe--4S\]^3+^ or reduced to \[4Fe--4S\]^+^; in small electron transfer proteins, the number of hydrogens bonds with the sulfur atoms of the cluster is the driving force for stabilizing one of the possible oxidation state pairs \[[@CR45], [@CR46]\], while water and peptide dipoles \[[@CR47]\], electrostatic energy \[[@CR48]\] and aromatic residues around the cluster \[[@CR49], [@CR50]\] provide a fine tuning of the reduction potential.

Upon cluster reduction to \[4Fe--4S\]^+^, the ground state is paramagnetic. The electronic situation can be described by the combination of a mixed valence Fe^2.5+^--Fe^2.5+^ pair and by a purely ferrous pair, Fe^2+^--Fe^2+^, which are antiferromagnetically coupled with each other to give an *S* = 1/2 ground state \[[@CR38], [@CR51]\]. While nuclear relaxation rates are very similar to those observed in the \[4Fe--4S\]^2+^ case \[[@CR52]\], the magnitudes of the observed contact shifts as well as their temperature-dependence are quite distinctive. Signals from Cys βCH~2~/αCH protons are spread over a 65--5 ppm range (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}h). The relatively sharp linewidths of the signals made possible their sequence-specific assignment, while their temperature dependence allowed us to identify the oxidation state (i.e., Fe^2+^ or Fe^2.5+^) of each individual iron ion.

Individual oxidation states of iron ions in \[4Fe--4S\] clusters were identified for the first time in \[4Fe--4S\]^3+^ proteins, which represent the most favorable situation for solution NMR studies. In \[4Fe--4S\]^3+^ proteins, the electron spin relaxation times of the paramagnetic centers are shorter than those in the \[4Fe--4S\]^2+^ and \[4Fe--4S\]^+^ clusters, because of larger magnetic couplings among iron ions. Therefore, signals are sharper and easier to be sequence specifically assigned (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}i). Theoretical models involving double exchange contributions \[[@CR18]\], spin frustration \[[@CR53]\] and asymmetric model compounds \[[@CR54]\] contributed to the understanding of the electronic structure of \[4Fe--4S\]^3+^ clusters in proteins, which have been described as a pair of two purely ferric (Fe^3+^--Fe^3+^) iron ions and a delocalized valence pair (formally Fe^2.5+^--Fe^2.5+^), which are antiferromagnetically coupled each other giving rise to a *S* = 1/2 ground state \[[@CR55], [@CR56]\], essentially having a magnetic coupling scheme analogous to the \[4Fe--4S\]^+^ case.

The favorable NMR properties of the \[4Fe--4S\]^3+^ cluster and the availability of a series of homologous proteins from different bacterial sources, characterized by high reduction potential values, spanning the + 450/+ 50 mV range (termed High Potential Iron Protein or HiPIPs) provided NMR spectroscopists with an exemplary case. Sequence-specific assignments of Cys residues bound to the cluster were performed, and the two iron ions constituting the mixed valence pair and those forming the purely ferric pair were identified \[[@CR40]--[@CR42], [@CR57]--[@CR60]\]. It was observed that the electronic distribution within the cluster varies from one protein to another, which can be described either with a "low symmetry distribution" in which the extra electron (considering that a \[4Fe--4S\]^3+^ cluster can be formally viewed as 4Fe^3+^ plus one electron) is unevenly distributed among the iron ions (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}c), or with a chemical equilibrium between two different electronic distributions within the cluster, the position of the equilibrium being determined by the electric field produced by the charges of the protein atoms around the cluster and by the metal ligands (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}d) \[[@CR60]\]. The \[4Fe--4S\]^3+^ system can also be described by introducing a double exchange term \[[@CR61]\], describing the resonance delocalization of the extra electron as depicted in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}e. It was found that, given the consensus sequence for cluster binding to HiPIPs, i.e., Cys~1~-X-X-Cys~2~-X~*n*~-Cys~3~-X~*m*~-Cys~4~, the iron ion bound to Cys~4~ (Fe~4~) is the most reducible iron ion and it is in a mixed valence state in all the investigated HiPIPs from different bacterial sources; Fe~1~ and Fe~3~ share the extra electron and interchange their character when passing from one protein to another, while Fe~2~ is the less reducible iron ion and has a purely ferric character throughout the series (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}c, d) \[[@CR60]\].

Solution structures of Fe--S proteins and beyond {#Sec3}
================================================

The first solution structure of a paramagnetic protein determined by NMR was that of *E. halophila* HiPIP I, containing a reduced \[4Fe--4S\]^2+^ cluster \[[@CR62]\]. This structure represented a breakthrough: until then, there was a common and somehow dogmatic belief that NMR structures of paramagnetic proteins were impossible to obtain, due to the lack of information in the proximity of the paramagnetic center. Indeed, scalar and dipolar connectivites are quenched by the presence of unpaired electron spins, but tailored 1D NOE, 2D TOCSY/NOESY experiments provide sufficient structural information to obtain low RMSD structures also around the Fe--S cluster. Furthermore, the hyperfine interaction is, per se, a source of additional constraints, which can be implemented within standard structure calculations programs to circumvent and possibly compensate the loss of structural information \[[@CR63]\].

After the first NMR structure of reduced *E. halophila* HiPIP I, many NMR structures were determined for several Fe--S proteins in different oxidation states \[[@CR44], [@CR64]--[@CR73]\]. For all of them, tailored approaches were used to compensate the quenching of the cross peaks arising from scalar and dipolar couplings, and to obtain structures with a low RMSD values in the proximity of the cluster. Recently, NMR structures of the holo form of some Fe--S proteins involved into the mitochondrial ISC assembly machinery \[[@CR74]\] and of the NO sensing protein Wb1, containing a \[4Fe--4S\]^2+^ cluster, have been solved \[[@CR75]\]. Structures of Fe--S proteins in their apo form or with a diamagnetic metal ion replacing the Fe--S cluster, determined with the standard/classic solution NMR approaches, are also available \[[@CR76]--[@CR82]\]. The latter approaches were also used to obtain solution NMR structures of holo proteins, but without structurally defining the area surrounding the cluster \[[@CR83]--[@CR85]\], i.e., no coordinates are given for the cluster atoms, and for the residues coordinating and/or belonging to the cluster environment. Hybrid approaches, where the absence of direct structural information in the proximity of the paramagnetic center was compensated by the use of homology models, have also been used \[[@CR86]--[@CR89]\].

The analysis of the structures of the same protein in two different oxidation states for several Fe--S proteins showed that differences in chemical shifts, unobserved residues, internal mobility and thermodynamic stability are suitable data to map subtle changes between the two different oxidation states \[[@CR90]--[@CR94]\]. On the contrary, no structural differences are observed in the solution structures at the available resolution. Even the solution structures of some HiPIPs, which are available for both oxidation states with a very high resolution, indicated that oxidation-state dependent structural rearrangements are too small to be observable \[[@CR64]\], consistent with the low reorganization energy present in electron transfer proteins \[[@CR95]\]. Redox-dependent structural differences were instead observed in \[2Fe--2S\] putidaredoxin, using a combination of diamagnetic restraints, paramagnetic restraints and residual dipolar couplings measured in orienting systems \[[@CR96]\].

Chemical shift differences were widely explored to map transient interactions, as will be discussed in the next section. However, it should be always taken into account that, in paramagnetic proteins, chemical shift differences can arise from both structural changes, and changes of the hyperfine contributions (either a change of the hyperfine coupling constant or a change of the magnetic susceptibility anisotropy tensor). The two effects need to be disentangled for a proper analysis of the available NMR information. In the case of Fe--S proteins, the hyperfine contributions to the chemical shifts are limited to Fe--S cluster-bound ligands and to those residues that are hydrogen-bonded to the cluster. Hyperfine shifts are often more immediate and sensitive than NMR structures to monitor chemical events. For example, the transition from a native state to high energy species in an unfolding process, and the way how the folding/unfolding process is triggered by the electron transfer in electron-transfer proteins, can be followed by simple 1D ^1^H NMR experiments \[[@CR97]\]. In the case of two \[4Fe--4S\] clusters containing ferredoxins, it was possible to measure the inter-cluster electron self-exchange rates and compare them with the exchange rates observed between oxidized, partly reduced, and fully reduced states \[[@CR43]\]. Hyperfine shifts on ^15^N nuclei were also used to monitor the hydrogen-bonding network of residues surrounding the cluster \[[@CR27], [@CR98]\].

Many experimental approaches have been developed to collect structural information on paramagnetic proteins, and many of them turned out to be suitable for Fe--S proteins: dihedral angle constraints from Karplus-type equations, derived by considering the through-bond unpaired electron spin density delocalization onto the ligands \[[@CR43]\], *T*~1~ and *T*~2~ relaxation-based constraints \[[@CR68], [@CR99]\], and ^13^C direct detection-based approaches \[[@CR100]--[@CR103]\] were successfully applied to Fe--S proteins. The magnetic anisotropy of the Fe^3+/2+^ ions in a tetrahedral environment is quite low, thus limiting to a few cases the use of paramagnetism-induced residual dipolar couplings and pseudocontact shifts as a source of structural information \[[@CR104], [@CR105]\], while cross-correlation phenomena \[[@CR106]\] are not, at least so far, suitable for exploitation in Fe--S proteins.

In more recent years, the use of NMR allowed the characterization of various aspects of Fe--S proteins in the studies of the complex machineries responsible for the biogenesis of Fe--S proteins. Structural properties, recognition patterns characterized by weak transient protein--protein interactions, and transient metal binding sites can be successfully addressed by NMR \[[@CR107]\]. Small electron transfer proteins extensively studied in the previous decades have been used as model systems for more complex cases, in which conformational flexibility and protein--protein interactions make the investigation more challenging. The combination of 2D HSQC tailored to paramagnetic systems and inversion recovery (IR) lead to the development of IR-HSQC-antiphase (AP) \[[@CR108], [@CR109]\], a 2D experiment designed to provide both additional assignment and relaxation-based structural information for those cases in which information from contact shifts alone cannot be obtained. The use of this pulse sequence (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}a) turned out to be particularly helpful for systems such as \[2Fe--2S\]^2+^ proteins, characterized by efficient paramagnetic relaxation and by the absence of hyperfine shifts for all residues other than cluster ligands. The inversion recovery delay *τ* selects the signals according to *T*~1~ relaxation, while a customized choice of the coherence transfer delay *δ* allows us to optimize it according to *T*~2~ relaxation properties (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}b). Therefore, many signals affected by paramagnetic relaxation are buried under the bulk diamagnetic envelope. In the case of the CIAPIN1 domain of human protein anamorsin, the \[2Fe--2S\]^2+^ clusters are expected to induce minimal hyperfine shift and sizable paramagnetic nuclear relaxation on ^1^H spins that do not belong to metal coordinating cysteine residues, but are within a \~ 10 Å distance from each of the two iron ions. Consistent with these expectations, the ^1^H--^15^N-HSQC spectrum of the protein, recorded under standard conditions (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}d), shows only 71 out of 108 expected backbone NH signals. About 30% of the resonances remain unobserved due to paramagnetic broadening or exchange contributions. As shown in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}c, 10 additional HN signals, completely absent in standard NMR experiments, are present in the ^1^H--^15^N IR-HSQC-AP experiment. Furthermore, three backbone HN signals, barely detectable in standard experiments, significantly increase their intensity. Acquisition of spectra with different IR delays and the analysis of integrated intensity of the ^1^H--^15^N resonances allowed us to measure the *T*~1~ values for 12 out of 13 ^1^H signals. This has provided precious information on the relative positions of related residues with respect to the \[2Fe--2S\] cluster, which has been used to obtain a structural model of the CIAPIN1 domain of anamorsin \[[@CR99]\].Fig. 3The ^1^H--^15^N IR-HSQC-AP NMR experiment: a new tool for paramagnetic Fe--S proteins. Schematic drawings of the pulse sequence of the ^1^H--^15^N IR-HSQC-AP NMR experiment. The inversion recovery delay *τ* and the coherence transfer delay *δ* must be chosen according to, respectively, *T*~1~ and *T*~2~ relaxation properties of the signals of interest. **b** Efficiency of an INEPT transfer function at different ^1^H *T*~2~ values: *b* 100 ms, *c* 10 ms, *d* 5 ms, *e* 2 ms, *f* 1 ms, *g* 0.5 ms. Relaxation is neglected in *a*. Letters have been drawn at the correspondence of the maximum values for each transfer function. A dashed line is shown at the 2.65 ms of INEPT step (94 Hz for ^1^H--^15^N *J* coupling). A solid line is shown in correspondence of 10% transfer efficiency. The latter is a limit threshold below which direct excitation of ^15^N spins should replace the INEPT step in the first part of the sequence. **c** Optimized ^1^H--^15^N IR-HSQC-AP experiment vs. **d** standard ^1^H--^15^N HSQC experiment acquired on 500 MHz at 298 K on the \[2Fe--2S\]^2+^-CIAPIN1 domain of human anamorsin

The contribution of solution NMR to understand molecular aspects of Fe--S cluster trafficking and assembly in humans {#Sec4}
====================================================================================================================

The main advantage of solution NMR in the characterization of cellular pathways involving numerous interacting proteins, consists in the possibility of investigating, at the atomic level, weak transient protein--protein interactions, which are de facto difficult to be characterized at high resolution by other methodologies \[[@CR110], [@CR111]\]. The cellular pathways responsible for the maturation iron--sulfur proteins in humans are sequential, multistep processes, overall comprising at least 30 interacting proteins involved in two distinct machineries: the mitochondrial Fe--S cluster (ISC) assembly machinery, and the cytosolic Fe--S protein assembly (CIA) machinery, respectively composed of 17 and 13 proteins \[[@CR112]--[@CR114]\]. By combining standard and tailored solution NMR experiments, it was possible to describe structural and mechanistic aspects of the Fe--S cluster transfer and assembly processes occurring in these two machineries, which involve the formation of transient complexes. 1D ^1^H NMR experiments optimized to study the proximity of paramagnetic centers can provide information on the type of Fe--S cluster(s) bound or assembled on a target protein or in a protein--protein complex, as well as on the redox state(s) of the cluster(s); standard ^1^H--^15^N HSQC and ^1^H--^15^N IR-HSQC-AP NMR experiments can detect weak and transient protein--protein interactions through NH chemical shift mapping upon titration of one ^15^N-labeled partner (apo or holo) with the other unlabeled protein (apo or holo) (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). These NMR data allowed us to identify the protein--protein interface on the interacting proteins, to have a good estimate of their affinity, of the stoichiometry of the interaction, and of the binding specificity (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). It was also possible to obtain a structural model of protein complexes that bind a Fe--S cluster, via an experimentally driven docking approach (exploiting the HADDOCK program \[[@CR115]\]), by integrating NMR chemical shift perturbation analysis with other experimental data derived from EPR, NMR tailored to paramagnetic systems and mutagenesis \[[@CR116]\].Fig. 4Solution NMR as a tool to investigate weak, transient protein--protein interactions in Fe--S protein maturation pathways. Weak and transient protein--protein interactions are detected by following backbone NH chemical shift changes occurring in a standard ^1^H--^15^N HSQC NMR experiment and in a ^1^H--^15^N IR-HSQC-AP NMR experiment, upon titrating ^15^N-labeled protein with the unlabeled protein partner and vice versa. Standard ^1^H--^15^N HSQC experiments allow the identification of protein--protein interacting regions far from the paramagnetic Fe--S cluster (showed in cyano), and to estimate the dissociation constant (*K*~d~) of the observed interaction. ^1^H--^15^N IR-HSQC-AP NMR experiment allows to identify protein--protein interacting regions close to the paramagnetic Fe--S cluster (showed in yellow). 1D ^1^H NMR experiment provides information on the kind of Fe--S cluster(s) bound or assembled on a target protein or protein--protein complex, on the redox state(s) of the cluster(s), and on the cluster ligands

For several years, solution NMR has been extensively exploited to investigate molecular aspects of the ISC machinery of bacteria \[[@CR117], [@CR118]\]. In particular, *E. coli* has emerged as the model organism providing the greatest insights into the mechanistic details for Fe--S cluster biosynthesis and delivery to target proteins in the ISC machinery. In those studies, solution NMR data have been quite often integrated with other techniques, such as small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS), optical spectroscopies, Mössbauer, X-ray crystallography and molecular dynamic simulations \[[@CR119], [@CR120]\]. An NMR-based integrated approach has been also applied to the structural characterization of isolated human proteins of the ISC and CIA assembly machineries \[[@CR121]--[@CR125]\], and, more recently, especially by our group, to investigate interaction networks involving proteins of the human ISC assembly and CIA machineries \[[@CR99], [@CR126]--[@CR132]\]. In the following sections, we present how solution NMR studies contributed to describing protein--protein interactions in both human ISC and CIA assembly machineries.

Solution NMR spectroscopy in the human ISC assembly machinery {#Sec5}
-------------------------------------------------------------

The human proteins of the ISC assembly machinery are all soluble proteins located in the mitochondrial matrix. In the current working model, a \[2Fe--2S\] cluster is de novo synthesized on the scaffold protein ISCU2 by a high molecular weight complex (HMW complex hereafter), composed of five proteins (ISCU2, NFS1, frataxin, ISD11 and the acyl carrier protein) \[[@CR133]--[@CR135]\]. On the basis of yeast in vivo data \[[@CR136]--[@CR138]\], it has been proposed that the subsequent step in the human ISC assembly process consists of the transfer of the newly synthetized cluster to the mitochondrial monothiol glutaredoxin, GLRX5, which acts as a Fe--S cluster transfer protein, inserting the cluster into mitochondrial \[2Fe--2S\] protein targets. GLRX5 can also transfer the \[2Fe--2S\] cluster to the protein complex acting late in the ISC assembly machinery for generating \[4Fe--4S\] clusters \[[@CR139]\]. The assembly of the \[4Fe--4S\] cluster is accomplished by two homologous proteins (ISCA1 and ISCA2), which contain three conserved cysteine residues in a CX~*n*~CGC sequence motif, and by a third protein (IBA57), whose function in the process is still unknown. It has been shown that these three proteins are strictly required for the maturation of mitochondrial \[4Fe--4S\] proteins, but not necessary for the maturation of mitochondrial \[2Fe--2S\] proteins in eukaryotes \[[@CR140]--[@CR144]\]. Once assembled by ISCAs, the \[4Fe--4S\] cluster is inserted into mitochondrial \[4Fe--4S\] protein targets, being this process often dependent on other ISC accessory proteins, such as NFU1, BOLA3 and NUBPL \[[@CR81], [@CR145]--[@CR147]\].

In the de novo formation of a \[2Fe--2S\] cluster, the majority of the proteins of the human ISC assembly machinery forms permanent interactions featuring tight binding affinities \[[@CR133]--[@CR135], [@CR148]\]. The human HMW complex assembling the \[2Fe--2S\] cluster has been, indeed, isolated as a stable unit from *E. coli* cells. Due to its very high molecular mass, X-ray crystallography and cryo-EM are the most appropriate techniques to structurally characterize the complex at the atomic level and have, indeed, successfully generated structural models of the complex or sub-complex forms \[[@CR133]--[@CR135]\]. In this first step of the human ISC machinery, solution NMR was crucial to investigate protein--protein interactions that occur between the HMW complex and mitochondrial \[2Fe--2S\] ferredoxins. Through these interactions, electrons are provided to the HMW complex by a mitochondrial \[2Fe--2S\] ferredoxin for generating the \[2Fe--2S\] cluster on ISCU2 \[[@CR74], [@CR132], [@CR149], [@CR150]\]. As it often occurs in protein--protein interactions driving electron transfer \[[@CR151], [@CR152]\], the interaction between the HMW complex and \[2Fe--2S\] ferredoxins is transient and with a µM range affinity; therefore, solution NMR was the successful approach to characterize the process at the molecular level \[[@CR74], [@CR132]\]. In such studies, it was shown that the regions of ferredoxins recognizing the multi-component complex are close to the \[2Fe--2S\] cluster, and that no interaction occurs between apo forms of ferredoxins and the HMW complex.

Solution NMR largely contributed to investigate the subsequent steps of the ISC assembly machinery, being able to provide a detailed model of how the \[2Fe--2S\] clusters, de novo synthetized in the multi-component complex, couple with each other to form a \[4Fe--4S\] cluster. This process involves four interacting proteins as mentioned above, i.e., GLRX5, ISCA1, ISCA2 and IBA57.

The crystal structure of \[2Fe--2S\] GLRX5 shows a homotetrameric structural organization (a dimer of dimers), where two \[2Fe--2S\] clusters are coordinated by four protein subunits and four GSH molecules and buried in the tetramer \[[@CR153]\]. In such conformation, the two clusters are not easily accessible by cluster receiving apo proteins, a circumstance that impairs any possible cluster transfer process. This structural organization would make the proposed chaperone function of GLRX5 difficult to occur. However, it was shown by NMR that apo GLRX5 is monomeric in solution, and that it undergoes dimerization only upon cluster binding \[[@CR128]\]. These data indicate that the tetrameric state observed in the crystal structure of \[2Fe--2S\] GLRX5 is likely determined by crystallization conditions, thus making the tetrameric state of \[2Fe--2S\] GLRX5 of poor functional relevance to the cluster transfer process. The combination of standard ^1^H--^15^N HSQC and ^1^H--^15^N IR-HSQC-AP NMR experiments allowed the identification of the residues affected by \[2Fe--2S\] cluster binding \[[@CR128]\]. By mapping the chemical shift variations between apo and \[2Fe--2S\] GLRX5 on the crystallographic structure of \[2Fe--2S\] GLRX5 \[[@CR153]\], we found that the regions affected by cluster binding are in a 10-Å radius sphere centered on the \[2Fe--2S\] cluster, which bridges the two subunits of the dimer. Backbone NH signals of 11 residues located inside this sphere were not detected in the standard ^1^H--^15^N HSQC experiment, but 9 of them were recovered through the ^1^H--^15^N IR-HSQC-AP NMR experiment \[[@CR109]\]. Their ^1^H *T*~1~ values increase with increasing distance from the cluster with the expected *r*^−6^ dependence. Overall, the NMR data indicate that the dimeric state of \[2Fe--2S\] GLRX5 in solution adopts essentially the same structural arrangement as observed for the dimer in the crystal structure. However, ^1^H--^15^N IR-HSQC-AP and 1D ^13^C NMR experiments tailored to paramagnetic systems also showed that dimeric \[2Fe--2S\] GLRX5 exists in solution as a mixture of two species in equilibrium each other (GLRX5~a~ and GLRX5~b~), as two sets of signals for the Fe--S ligand Cys 67, and for Ser 70 were identified \[[@CR128]\]. Also in standard ^1^H--^15^N HSQC experiments, the six residues surrounding the "paramagnetic sphere" have two sets of NH signals, both sets having chemical shifts different from those of the apo protein. By mapping the residues experiencing two sets of signals on the dimeric structure of \[2Fe--2S\] GLRX5, we observed that they are all around the iron-bound GSH molecule. Among these eight residues, the two charged ones, Lys 101 and Asp 123, are particularly important to establish electrostatic interactions with the glycine carboxylate and the glutamate amine groups of GSH, respectively. All the available NMR data indicate that two dimeric species of \[2Fe--2S\] GLRX5 exist in solution, differing in the binding mode of the GSH molecule (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Apparently, in the crystal structure, \[2Fe--2S\] GLRX5 adopted one of the two forms. The possible functional relevance of the presence of these two species in equilibrium has then been addressed by characterizing the interaction between \[2Fe--2S\] GLRX5 and its protein partners ISCAs.Fig. 5The NMR contribution to the investigation of \[4Fe--4S\] clusters formation in the mitochondrial iron--sulfur cluster assembly machinery. On the basis of standard and paramagnetic systems-tailored NMR experiments, we provide a model for the transfer of two \[2Fe--2S\]^2+^ clusters from GLRX5 to ISCA1--ISCA2 hetero-dimeric complex: in solution dimeric \[2Fe--2S\]^2+^ GLRX5 has two states in equilibrium with each other, differing in the binding mode of the GSH molecules (\[2Fe--2S\] GLRX5~a~ and \[2Fe--2S\] GLRX5~b~); dimeric \[2Fe--2S\]^2+^ GLRX5 specifically transfers the cluster to apo ISCA1--ISCA2 hetero-dimeric complex via an associative process that involves a transient protein--protein intermediate; \[2Fe--2S\] GLRX5~b~ is more reactive than \[2Fe--2S\] GLRX5~a~ to donate the cluster; ISCA1--ISCA2 hetero-dimeric complex is obtained in solution by exchanging one subunit of the ISCA2 symmetric dimer with one subunit of ISCA1, which, as isolated protein, is present in solution in a monomer--dimer equilibrium; the two \[2Fe--2S\]^2+^ clusters received preferentially by \[2Fe--2S\] GLRX5~b~ are reductively coupled on ISCA1--ISCA2 hetero-dimeric complex to form a \[4Fe--4S\]^2+^ cluster

In all available bacterial apo and holo structures, ISCA proteins are either dimeric or tetrameric, and show different symmetries and different cluster ligands \[[@CR154]--[@CR157]\]. This conformational variability observed in bacterial ISCAs suggests that it is not very appropriate to transfer the structural and cluster coordination information acquired on bacterial proteins to human ISCAs. A detailed structural characterization of the human ISCAs is thus required before proceeding with protein--protein interaction studies with their partner proteins. In solution, apo ISCA2 is a symmetric dimer, with a well-structured α--β domain encompassing residues 50--140, and a completely unstructured C-terminus of 15 residues (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}) \[[@CR82]\]. Backbone ^15^N NMR relaxation data showed a global rigidity of the α--β domain, but also identified a certain degree of backbone flexibility in the loop containing the Fe--S ligand Cys 79, located in the first position of the conserved CX~*n*~CGC motif. Also, the C-terminal tail of ISCA2, encompassing residues 141--154, and containing the other two conserved Fe--S binding Cys residues (Cys 144 and Cys 146), was found to be highly flexible. Therefore, NMR analysis indicated that all the regions containing the conserved Cys residues can easily undergo structural rearrangements to bind the cluster. Severe line broadening of a few backbone NH signals observed in the ^1^H--^15^N HSQC map of apo ISCA2 indicates that dynamic processes also occur at the dimer interface, suggesting an intrinsic propensity for the subunits to be swapped with other protein partners. This is, indeed, what occurs by mixing apo ISCA2 with apo ISCA1. This process has been characterized by solution NMR, performing ^1^H--^15^N HSQC NMR titrations of ^15^N-labeled apo ISCA1 or ISCA2, with, respectively, unlabeled apo ISCA2 or ISCA1 \[[@CR82]\]. The two proteins form in solution a stable heterodimeric complex by exchanging, slowly on the NMR time scale, one subunit of the ISCA2 dimer with one subunit of ISCA1, which, as isolated apo protein, is present in solution as a monomer--dimer equilibrium (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}). A well-defined surface of interaction, which involves the subunit--subunit interface of homo-dimeric apo ISCA2, was also identified. The NMR data provided a clear evidence that a thermodynamically favored heterodimeric adduct between ISCA2 and ISCA1 is formed at the expense of the homodimeric species (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}). This is in agreement with in vivo data showing a tight interaction between ISCA1 and ISCA2 \[[@CR158]\].

The 1D ^1^H spectrum of holo human ISCA2 as purified from *E. coli* cells showed a set of broad signals characteristic of \[2Fe--2S\]^2+^ cluster binding \[[@CR82]\]. In contrast, upon chemical reconstitution, the 1D ^1^H spectrum is consistent with the presence of a mixture of \[4Fe--4S\]^+^ cluster-bound dimeric species and a minor \[2Fe--2S\]^2+^ cluster-bound species \[[@CR82]\]. Backbone ^15^N relaxation data indicated that \[2Fe--2S\] or \[4Fe--4S\] cluster binding does not alter the quaternary structure of ISCA2 \[[@CR82]\], at variance with what observed in the bacterial homologues \[[@CR154]--[@CR157]\]. Since each subunit of the ISCA2 dimer has three potential Fe--S cluster ligands (i.e., the conserved Cys 79, Cys 144, Cys 146), 1D ^1^H NMR experiments have been perfomed to identify the two pairs of \[2Fe--2S\] cluster ligands. The \[2Fe--2S\] cluster binding properties of Cys-to-Ser single mutants for each conserved cysteine were compared with those of the wild-type protein and their ^1^H NMR spectra analyzed \[[@CR129]\]. From this study, it emerged that ISCA2 coordinates the oxidized \[2Fe--2S\]^2+^ cluster with two Cys 79, provided by each of the two subunits of the ISCA2 homodimer, with Cys 146 from one subunit of the homodimer and with Cys 144 from the other subunit of the homodimer. NMR data acquired on (^13^C, ^15^N) Cys selectively labeled wild-type ISCA2 protein suggested that this cluster coordination is also conserved once ISCA2 binds a \[4Fe--4S\] cluster \[[@CR129]\].

Cluster transfer between \[2Fe--2S\] GLRX5 and the apo form of ISCA1 and ISCA2 was then characterized by performing NMR titrations. The NMR data indicated that cluster transfer occurs unidirectionally from GLRX5 to apo ISCA1 and ISCA2 and that the \[2Fe--2S\] GLRX5~b~ form is preferentially reacting relative to \[2Fe--2S\] GLRX5~a~ \[[@CR128]\]. ^15^N NMR relaxation data showed that ISCA1 and ISCA2 receive the \[2Fe--2S\] cluster from \[2Fe--2S\] GLRX5 in their dimeric state. NMR data also showed that cluster transfer occurs via the formation of a low-populated protein--protein complex, with an interacting surface involving the GLRX5 region surrounding Cys 67 \[[@CR128]\]. Finally, apo GLRX5 does not interact with apo ISCA1 or ISCA2, as no significant spectral changes are observed when the apo proteins are mixed together, indicating that the \[2Fe--2S\] cluster is essential for the formation of a weakly interacting protein--protein adduct. In conclusion, a model for the transfer of the \[2Fe--2S\] cluster from GLRX5 to ISCA1 and ISCA2 can be proposed on the basis of the NMR data: (1) dimeric \[2Fe--2S\] GLRX5 has two states in equilibrium with each other, \[2Fe--2S\] GLRX5~a~ and \[2Fe--2S\] GLRX5~b~; (2) dimeric \[2Fe--2S\] GLRX5 specifically transfers the \[2Fe--2S\]^2+^ cluster to apo ISCA1 and apo ISCA2 via an associative process that involves a weak transient protein--protein intermediate; and (3) \[2Fe--2S\] GLRX5~b~ is more reactive than \[2Fe--2S\] GLRX5~a~ to donate the cluster to apo ISCA1 and apo ISCA2. In conclusion, the equilibrium between \[2Fe--2S\] GLRX5~a~ and \[2Fe--2S\] GLRX5~b~ species is the trigging factor specifically driving cluster transfer to ISCAs proteins, and thus plays a functional role in the cluster transfer mechanism (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}).

Solution NMR was also applied to the investigation of \[2Fe--2S\] cluster transfer from GLRX5 to the heterodimeric ISCA1--ISCA2 complex. NMR data showed that two \[2Fe--2S\]^2+^ clusters are transferred from \[2Fe--2S\]^2+^ GLRX5 to the ISCA1--ISCA2 heterodimeric complex, and that the transfer occurs via the formation of a low-populated, transient protein--protein complex \[[@CR82]\]. This supports a general cluster transfer mechanism occurring via an associative process between GLRX5 and either homodimeric ISCA1 or homodimeric ISCA2 or the heterodimeric ISCA1--ISCA2 complex. By monitoring NMR chemical shift changes on ^15^N-labeled ISCA1--ISCA2 upon interaction with \[2Fe--2S\] GLRX5, it was found that the two \[2Fe--2S\]^2+^ clusters received by GLRX5 were reductively coupled to form a \[4Fe--4S\]^2+^ cluster (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}). The same final \[4Fe--4S\]^2+^ species was obtained after transferring one \[2Fe--2S\]^2+^ from GLRX5 to apo ISCA2 homo-dimer, and then adding \[2Fe--2S\]^2+^ ISCA1 homo-dimer to the mixture. Standard ^1^H--^15^N HSQC and 1D ^1^H NMR experiments also provided detailed information on the mechanism of the formation of the \[4Fe--4S\]^2+^ cluster in the ISCA1--ISCA2 hetero-dimeric complex. By monitoring cluster transfer from \[2Fe--2S\]^2+^ GLRX5 to Cys-to-Ser single mutants of each conserved cysteine of ISCA2 (i.e., C79S, C144S, and C146S mutants), we were able to define the different roles of the cysteines in the cluster transfer process \[[@CR129]\]. The NMR data supported a model in which the two C-terminal cysteines, located in the unstructured and flexible C-terminal tail of the ISCAs proteins, extract the \[2Fe--2S\]^2+^ cluster from GLRX5 by forming a transient, low-populated, cluster-mediated GLRX5-ISCAs intermediate, where the two cluster-binding GSH molecules of GLRX5 are substituted by the ISCA cysteines. This cluster-extraction mechanism from GLRX5 results in the formation of an ISCA1--ISCA2 species that binds the cluster via the four C-terminal cysteines. The latter species is, however, transient and no \[2Fe--2S\] cluster bound species can be isolated once Cys 79 is absent, i.e., upon chemical reconstitution of the C79S ISCA2 mutant \[[@CR129]\]. Cys 79 is, however, not involved in the cluster transfer step, as the C79S ISCA2 mutant is still able to extract the \[2Fe--2S\]^2+^ cluster from GLRX5 \[[@CR129]\], via the formation of the transient, low-populated intermediate with no cluster release in solution. However, the transfer is not as efficient as that observed for the wild-type protein. This suggests that cluster-binding affinity is lower once the cluster is coordinated via the C-terminal cysteines only (C79S ISCA2 mutant case) than once Cys 79 participates to cluster binding (wild-type ISCA2 case). According to this model, the C144S and C146S ISCA2 mutants, at variance with what happens in the C79S ISCA2 mutant, can be isolated upon chemical reconstitution \[[@CR129]\]. Therefore, we propose that the species coordinating the cluster with the four C-terminal cysteines can evolve into a more thermodynamically favored species, which binds the \[2Fe--2S\]^2+^ cluster in the ISCA1--ISCA2 heterodimer by Cys 79 and Cys 144 of ISCA2, and Cys 57 and Cys 123 of ISCA1. 1D ^1^H NMR data showed, indeed, that this is the preferential coordination mode in wild-type ISCA2 for binding either \[2Fe--2S\] or \[4Fe--4S\] clusters, and presumably also in the heterodimeric ISCA1--ISCA2 complex. This mechanism would also make two of the C-terminal cysteines (Cys 146 of ISCA2 and Cys 121 of ISCA1) available for the coordination of a second cluster which can be extracted from GLRX5, upon the formation of another GLRX5-ISCA intermediate. This transient intermediate, which contains two \[2Fe--2S\]^2+^ clusters, might be the species that, by accepting two electrons from a still unknown physiological electron donor (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}), evolves to the final \[4Fe--4S\]^2+^ cluster-bound ISCA1--ISCA2 complex. A reductive coupling of two \[2Fe--2S\]^2+^ clusters, which is a general mechanism for generating a \[4Fe--4S\]^2+^ cluster \[[@CR159], [@CR160]\], would therefore, occur on the latter transient intermediate to form a \[4Fe--4S\]^2+^ cluster bound to the hetero-complex. The proposed molecular model agrees with in vivo data on yeast, which showed that all three conserved cysteines of Isa1 and Isa2, the yeast homologues of ISCA1 and ISCA2, are essential for the maturation of \[4Fe--4S\] proteins \[[@CR161], [@CR162]\].

Probing the human CIA machinery with solution NMR spectroscopy {#Sec6}
--------------------------------------------------------------

As it is for the mitochondrial ISC assembly machinery, the proteins of the human CIA machinery responsible for the synthesis, trafficking, and insertion of clusters into the cytosolic and nuclear Fe--S protein targets are all soluble. In cytoplasm, the ratio of human proteins containing \[2Fe--2S\] vs. \[4Fe--4S\] is 18:10 \[[@CR163]\].

The current working model for cytosolic/nuclear \[4Fe--4S\] protein maturation envisages that a \[4Fe--4S\] cluster is assembled on a specific scaffold complex, formed by two cytosolic Fe--S cluster assembly factors, NUBP1 and NUBP2 \[[@CR164]--[@CR166]\]. The \[4Fe--4S\] cluster is then transferred to a high molecular weight complex composed by three proteins, named CIA targeting complex, that mediates its final incorporation into the cytosolic/nuclear targets \[[@CR167], [@CR168]\]. Other CIA accessory proteins are often required to assist in the incorporation of \[4Fe--4S\] clusters into specific protein targets \[[@CR169], [@CR170]\]. The origin of iron and sulfur ions used by the NUBP1 and NUBP2 scaffold complex to build the \[4Fe--4S\] cluster is still not identified. It has been proposed that cytosolic monothiol glutaredoxins work as cytosolic iron donors to cytosolic proteins and to Fe--S and to heme binding proteins \[[@CR171]--[@CR173]\]. This proposal was based on the fact that the cytosolic monothiol glutaredoxins play a role in intracellular iron trafficking and sensing, in iron homeostasis and hemoglobin maturation. Recently, it also emerged that cytosolic monothiol glutaredoxins can assist Fe--S protein maturation in the cytosol by acting as \[2Fe--2S\] cluster donors. The first work proposing a role of cytosolic monothiol glutaredoxins in cytosolic \[2Fe--2S\] cluster trafficking appeared two years ago, and it represents a very nice example of how in vitro solution NMR data predicted this function for the cytosolic monothiol glutaredoxins \[[@CR127]\]. One year after that study, human monothiol glutaredoxin GLRX3 was shown, indeed, to work as a Fe--S cluster chaperone in human cells \[[@CR174]\].

The human proteome contains only one monothiol glutaredoxin in the cytosol, i.e., GLRX3, which consists of three domains: one N-terminal thioredoxin (Trx) domain with no Trx enzymatic activity, but functionally indispensable \[[@CR171], [@CR175]\], and two monothiol glutaredoxin (Grx) domains, each able to bind a glutathione-coordinated \[2Fe--2S\] cluster via protein dimerization (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}) \[[@CR176], [@CR177]\]. Yeast-two-hybrid and affinity capture-MS screens showed that in vivo GLRX3 binds anamorsin \[[@CR178]\]. Anamorsin contains two domains: a N-terminal well-folded domain (N-domain, hereafter) of 172 residues and a largely unstructured C-terminal domain of 90 residues, named Cytokine-Induced Apoptosis INhibitor 1 (CIAPIN1, hereafter), essential for the viability of yeast \[[@CR179], [@CR180]\], and containing two highly conserved cysteine-rich motifs, easily able to independently bind a \[2Fe--2S\] cluster (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}) \[[@CR99], [@CR181]\]. These two domains are connected by a long flexible and unstructured linker of 50 residues \[[@CR181]\] (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 6The NMR contribution to the elucidation of  the GLRX3-dependent anamorsin maturation pathway. Standard ^1^H--^15^N-HSQC and ^1^H--^15^N IR-HSQC-AP NMR experiments, combined with UV--Vis and EPR spectroscopy, showed that GLRX3 forms a 1:1 hetero-dimeric complex with anamorsin, in which both clusters from \[2Fe--2S\]~2~ GLRX3~2~ are transferred to anamorsin. In its mature holo state anamorsin interacts with NDOR1, forming a specific protein complex, where the anamorsin unstructured linker tightly interact with NDOR1, while the C-terminal CIAPIN1 domain of anamorsin, containing the \[2Fe--2S\] redox center, only transiently interacts, through complementary charged residues, with the FMN-binding domain of NDOR1 to perform the electron transfer reaction. Standard NMR experiments showed that the \[2Fe--2S\]~2~ GLRX3--BOLA2~2~ hetero-complex transfers in vitro both \[2Fe--2S\]^2+^ clusters to apo anamorsin, producing its mature holo state, and that this process goes via the same protein--protein recognition mechanism operating in the GLRX3-anamorsin interaction, i.e., specifically occurring between the N-terminal domains of the two proteins. The BOLA2--GLRX3 complex might be released in solution upon the interaction of holo anamorsin with NDOR1

Anamorsin is the appropriate protein partner to investigate the functional role of GLRX3 in transferring \[2Fe--2S\] clusters for these reasons: (1) it interacts with GLRX3 in vivo \[[@CR178]\]; (2) it binds \[2Fe--2S\] and \[4Fe--4S\] clusters \[[@CR121], [@CR182], [@CR183]\]; (3) the insertion of the Fe--S cluster into the yeast homologue of anamorsin, Dre2, depends on Grx3 and Grx4, the two cytosolic, functionally redundant yeast homologues of GLRX3 \[[@CR171], [@CR173]\]; (4) Fe--S cluster loading on Dre2 is independent of the cytosolic iron--sulfur protein assembly machinery \[[@CR180]\].

The monomeric apo and dimeric \[2Fe--2S\]^2+^ cluster-bound forms of GLRX3 (hereafter apo GLRX3 and \[2Fe--2S\]~2~ GLRX3~2~, respectively) \[[@CR184]\] were first characterized by NMR, showing that the Trx domain does not have intra- and inter-subunit interactions with the two Grx domains, nor with the Trx domain of the other monomer in \[2Fe--2S\]~2~ GLRX3~2~, being therefore, fully available to be potentially involved in protein--protein interactions \[[@CR127]\]. This structural aspect prompted us to investigate whether the Trx domain of GLRX3 drives a specific protein--protein interaction with anamorsin. The analysis of NMR titration data, acquired after mixing the apo proteins, showed that apo-GLRX3 and apo-anamorsin form a 1:1 heterodimeric complex through their N-terminal domains and that the CIAPIN1 domain of anamorsin and the Grx domains of GLRX3 are not involved in any permanent interaction in this complex \[[@CR127]\]. Molecular recognition between the N-terminal domains is, therefore, the crucial factor determining complex formation between the two proteins. A docking model of the complex, based on the NMR titration data, showed that the interaction occurs among the α-helical regions of the two domains, but also involves a negatively charged, Glu-rich, region (Glu 71, Glu 75, Glu 78, and Glu 81) of GLRX3 and a specific region of the unstructured linker of anamorsin, rich with positively charged Lys residues (Lys 175, Lys 180, Lys 181, Lys 187) \[[@CR127]\]. These two regions stabilize protein--protein interactions through electrostatic recognition. Indeed, the exchange regime between the free and the bound proteins switched from fast/intermediate on the NMR time scale upon interaction of the N-terminal domains of GLRX3 and anamorsin, to slow when the N-domain of GLRX3 interacted with full-length anamorsin, in agreement with a significant increase in the protein--protein affinity when the linker is present. In conclusion, the NMR/biomolecular docking data defined, for the first time, the function of the N-domains of the two proteins and identified a role of the linker of anamorsin in stabilizing the protein--protein interaction \[[@CR127]\].

Standard ^1^H--^15^N-HSQC and ^1^H--^15^N-IR-HSQC-AP NMR experiments, combined with UV--Vis and EPR spectroscopy, showed that \[2Fe--2S\]~2~ GLRX3~2~ forms a 1:1 hetero-dimeric complex with anamorsin, the same formed by the apo proteins, in which both clusters of GLRX3 have been unidirectionally transferred to the two cluster binding sites of the CIAPIN1 domain of anamorsin (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}) \[[@CR127]\]. This means that the GLRX3 molecule in the 1:1 heterodimeric complex is in the apo state, that the N-terminal domains (Trx of GLRX3 and N-domain of anamorsin) interact in the complex, and that the C-terminal, cluster-binding domains (Grxs and CIAPIN1 domains) are not involved in a stable protein--protein interaction (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}). The interaction between the N-domains is a fundamental requisite in the cluster transfer mechanism to drive \[2Fe--2S\] cluster transfer from GLRX3 to the CIAPIN1 domain of anamorsin. We suggested that the protein--protein interaction between the N-terminal domains make the cluster binding domains, i.e., the Grx donors and the CAPIN1 acceptor, in the optimal reciprocal orientation for the cluster transfer to efficiently occur. Therefore, it appears that the transfer process from GLRX3 to anamorsin is a thermodynamically favored process under kinetic control. This mechanism guarantees that two \[2Fe--2S\] clusters are concomitantly transferred in a single molecular event to the target protein requiring two \[2Fe--2S\] clusters. This NMR-based study opens new perspectives on the cellular function of GLRX3 in humans, showing that GLRX3 function, by playing a key role in maturing anamorsin, is strictly linked to all anamorsin-dependent cellular processes. Anamorsin is a crucial early step component of the CIA machinery, being essential for the maturation of cytosolic/nuclear \[4Fe--4S\] proteins. Therefore, the decreased activities of the cytosolic \[4Fe--4S\] proteins IRP1 and GPAT observed by silencing human GLRX3 in HeLa cells \[[@CR172]\] can be due to impairment of the GLRX3-dependent anamorsin maturation process. This makes, indeed, the CIA machinery unable to function, i.e., to assemble the \[4Fe--4S\] clusters of IRP1 and GPAT.

The matured holo form of anamorsin forms a stable complex with the cytosolic NADPH-dependent diflavin reductase NDOR1 in the cell \[[@CR180]\]. This complex, which receives two electrons from the NADPH cofactor, has been proposed to act as a source of reducing equivalents for the assembly of target, but not to be a scaffold for Fe--S cytosolic proteins \[[@CR99], [@CR180]\]. This means that, once the cluster transfer from GLRX3 to anamorsin has occurred in the cell, the complex between the two proteins needs to be terminated, so that the functional process(es) performed by the mature form of anamorsin can proceed. Recently, we found that the N-terminal domain of anamorsin is not involved in protein--protein recognition, and that the C-terminal CIAPIN1 domain of anamorsin, containing the \[2Fe--2S\] redox center, only transiently interacts, through complementary charged residues, with the FMN-binding domain of NDOR1 to perform the electron transfer reaction \[[@CR99]\]. On the contrary, the unstructured linker of anamorsin tightly interacts with NDOR1, inducing the formation of a specific and stable protein complex \[[@CR99]\]. On this basis, we suggested that upon interaction of the GLRX3-anamorsin complex with NDOR1, the linker of anamorsin weakens its interaction with GLRX3, while favoring the interaction with NDOR1 (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}). As the stabilizing effect of the linker on GLRX3-anamorsin interaction is lost, the binding affinity of the N-terminal domain of GLRX3 with that of anamorsin is decreased, and, as a consequence, the complex between GLRX3 and anamorsin might switch to the complex between anamorsin and NDOR1. The linker interaction is thus able to modulate the formation and release of the various protein--protein complexes, enabling the redox-competent state of anamorsin to receive electrons from NDOR1. The high flexibility and intrinsic disorder of the linker fits well with the interaction with multiple partners, as commonly observed for intrinsically disordered proteins/regions.

Several lines of evidence, including affinity purification, yeast two-hybrid studies and gene co-occurrence analysis indicated that the monothiol Grxs functionally and physically interact with another widely conserved protein family, the BolA-like proteins \[[@CR176], [@CR185]--[@CR187]\]. Eukaryotic organisms contain BolA-like proteins in both mitochondria and cytoplasm. In yeast, mitochondrial BolA1 and BolA3 proteins are involved in the ISC assembly machinery, working as specific mitochondrial ISC assembly factors that facilitate \[4Fe--4S\] cluster insertion into a subset of mitochondrial proteins, such as lipoate synthase and succinate dehydrogenase \[[@CR81], [@CR147]\]. On the contrary, cytosolic yeast BolA2 protein plays a role in iron homeostasis \[[@CR188]\]. In humans, the functional role of the mitochondrial BOLA1 and BOLA3 proteins is still not clearly defined, but it was found that they form a hetero-dimeric complex with GLRX5 in both apo and \[2Fe--2S\]-cluster bound states \[[@CR81]\]. NMR data, combined with other spectroscopic information, allowed us to obtain an experimentally driven docking model of \[2Fe--2S\] cluster-bridged dimeric BOLA1--GLRX5 and BOLA3--GLRX5 complexes, showing that the BOLA1--GLRX5 complex coordinates a reduced, Rieske-type \[2Fe--2S\]^+^ cluster, while an oxidized, ferredoxin-like \[2Fe--2S\]^2+^ cluster is present in the BOLA3--GLRX5 complex \[[@CR116]\]. It also appeared that the \[2Fe--2S\] BOLA1--GLRX5 complex is preferentially formed over the \[2Fe--2S\] BOLA3--GLRX5 complex, as a result of a higher cluster binding affinity. The different structural and redox properties observed for the two \[2Fe--2S\] BOLAs--GRX5 complexes as well as their different stability suggested that they can have a diverse molecular function. Possibly, \[2Fe--2S\] BOLA1--GLRX5 complex might be involved in electron transfer processes, while the \[2Fe--2S\] BOLA3--GLRX5 might be involved in cluster transfer versus client proteins along the ISC assembly pathway. However, functional data are required to verify such proposed molecular function of the mitochondrial BOLAs--GLRX5 complexes. As it is for mitochondrial BOLAs and GLRX5 proteins, cytosolic BOLA2 and GLRX3 proteins form a hetero-complex in both the apo and the \[2Fe--2S\] cluster bound forms \[[@CR177], [@CR184]\]. In both cases, this hetero-complex is composed by two BOLA2 molecules and one GLRX3 molecule. Recently, solution NMR contributed to unravel the functional role of this complex. NMR titration data showed that apo BOLA2 interacts simultaneously with both Grx domains of GLRX3 with an apparent dissociation constant of 25 μM, without showing a preferential interaction toward one of the two Grx domains (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}) \[[@CR126]\]. On the contrary, the Trx domain is not involved in any interaction with BOLA2. Chemical shift mapping identified well-defined interacting regions on both proteins, comprising the conserved His ligand of BOLA2 and the conserved Cys ligand of GLRX3 \[[@CR126]\]. This apo complex is thus assembled in the proper structural arrangement to bind/receive two bridging \[2Fe--2S\]^2+^ clusters (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}). In human cells, a stable complex between GLRX3 and BOLA2 is observed only when they coordinate bridging \[2Fe--2S\] clusters \[[@CR174]\]. The apo complex is not detected, possibly as a consequence of its lower stability with respect to the holo complex, which stabilizes the BOLA2--GLRX3 interaction by bridging two \[2Fe--2S\]^2+^ clusters between two BOLA2 molecules and each monothiol glutaredoxin domain of GLRX3 \[[@CR126], [@CR184]\]. However, the existence and a functional role of the apo complex at the cellular level cannot definitively be excluded. Which is the system donating \[2Fe--2S\]^2+^ clusters to the apo complex is still under investigation. A possible pathway, that has been recently proposed, involves the mitochondrial ISC assembly machinery: the de novo biosynthesis of the \[2Fe--2S\]^2+^ cluster on mitochondrial ISCU2 is followed by cluster export, as \[2Fe--2S\](GS)~4~ complex, via a membrane transporter; then, the \[2Fe--2S\] cluster is believed to be uptaken by the cytosolic form of ISCU2, which delivers it to cytosolic form of NFU1, which finally transfers the cluster to GLRX3 \[[@CR189]--[@CR192]\]. This molecular process is, however, only based on in vitro information, and experimental evidences from in vivo data are required to definitively validate it. Regardless of how GLRX3 acquires the \[2Fe--2S\] clusters, the functional role of the \[2Fe--2S\] GLRX3--BOLA2~2~ have been defined. NMR data showed that the \[2Fe--2S\]~2~ GLRX3--BOLA2~2~ complex in vitro transfers both its \[2Fe--2S\]^2+^ clusters to apo anamorsin producing its mature holo state, through the same protein--protein recognition mechanism operative in the GLRX3-anamorsin interaction, that specifically occurs between the N-terminal domains of the two proteins (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}) \[[@CR126]\]. The \[2Fe--2S\]~2~ GLRX3--BOLA2~2~ complex maturing anamorsin cannot be formed via the interaction between BOLA2 and \[2Fe--2S\]~2~ GLRX3~2~, since NMR data showed that the formed heterotrimeric GLRX3--BOLA2~2~ complex contains only one \[2Fe--2S\]^2+^ cluster per complex. These in vitro data support a model where the apo heterotrimeric GLRX3--BOLA2~2~ complex is the species that, being able to acquire two \[2Fe--2S\] clusters, matures anamorsin \[[@CR126]\]. UV--Vis CD data showing incomplete conversion from \[2Fe--2S\]~2~ GLRX3~2~ homodimer to \[2Fe--2S\]~2~ GLRX3--BOLA2~2~ heterotrimer are in agreement with this model \[[@CR184]\]. These NMR data represent the first experimental evidence that the heterotrimeric GLRX3--BOLA2~2~ complex might work as a \[2Fe--2S\]^2+^ cluster transfer component in CIA machinery pathways. Accordingly with this proposal, a work in human cells reproduced these in vitro findings, showing that GLRX3--BOLA2~2~ complex delivers \[2Fe--2S\] clusters to anamorsin via a direct protein--protein interaction \[[@CR174]\]. Collectively, in vitro and in vivo data showed that the GLRX3--BOLA2~2~ complex in mammalian cells functions as a \[2Fe--2S\] cluster chaperone, storing and delivering \[2Fe--2S\] clusters. It has been found that GLRX3~2~ homodimers represent a rare species of GLRX3 in cells with respect to BOLA2~2~--GLRX3 homotrimers \[[@CR174]\], possibly because cluster binding is more labile and oxygen-sensitive in GLRX3~2~ than in GLRX3--BOLA2~2~ \[[@CR184], [@CR193]\]. Therefore, it cannot be definitively excluded that also \[2Fe--2S\]~2~ GLRX3~2~ works as \[2Fe--2S\] cluster chaperone in human cells.

In vivo data also showed that the iron bound to anamorsin did not completely disappear in cells lacking GLRX3 or BOLA2 \[[@CR174]\]. This indicates that anamorsin may be capable of acquiring Fe--S clusters from an alternative source. It has been proposed that the mitoNEET/miner1 family of \[2Fe--2S\] proteins, which in vitro transfer their two \[2Fe--2S\] clusters to anamorsin \[[@CR194]\], might be the alternative source of \[2Fe--2S\] clusters \[[@CR195]\]. However, whether mitoNEET/miner1 proteins transfer \[2Fe--2S\] clusters to anamorsin in vivo is still unknown. So far, it has been only shown that mitoNEET can repair oxidatively damaged \[4Fe--4S\] clusters of iron regulatory protein 1 (IRP1) \[[@CR195]\], a critical regulator of genes important for iron homeostasis and oxygen sensing \[[@CR196]\]. This potential cluster transfer function of mitoNEET is linked to the redox state of the two \[2Fe--2S\] clusters bound to the protein, since, in their reduced state, the clusters are not released, while, in their oxidized state, the clusters can be transferred to apo proteins \[[@CR197], [@CR198]\]. A possible redox system regulating the cluster redox state of mitoNEET is composed by the cytosolic electron-donor NADPH/Ndor1/anamorsin complex, the component of the CIA machinery discussed above. NMR data showed that the \[2Fe--2S\] clusters of mitoNEET are reduced by anamorsin via the formation of a transient complex that brings the \[2Fe--2S\] clusters of mitoNEET close to the redox-active \[2Fe--2S\] cluster of anamorsin \[[@CR199]\]. These data provide an in vitro evidence of a possible direct link between the CIA machinery and the mitoNEET-dependent repair pathway of IRP1: once oxidative stress is not occurring anymore in the cell, the Ndor1/anamorsin complex of the CIA machinery is functionally active in the cytoplasm \[[@CR200]\] and can reduce the clusters of mitoNEET. In this way, the CIA machinery would stop the mitoNEET cluster transfer pathway repairing IRP1. The repair pathway is, indeed, no longer needed, once cellular oxidative stress is no more effective. In conclusion, the in vitro NMR data provided valuable input for testing, via cellular studies, whether a direct link between the CIA pathway and the mitoNEET-cluster transfer pathway exist in human cells.

Conclusions {#Sec7}
===========

We believe that, in the coming years, solution NMR will be fundamental to describe the mechanisms through which \[2Fe--2S\] and \[4Fe--4S\] clusters are specifically transferred to the mitochondrial and cytosolic final targets. These processes are based on a concerted action of several accessory proteins, which have been clearly identified. However, the interaction networks among these accessory proteins are still quite elusive, and their molecular action is not clearly defined. We believe that solution NMR can contribute significantly to answer these questions for two main reasons. First, these interactions are expected to be transient and not permanent. Indeed, they need to be formed once the Fe--S cluster is delivered from the donor(s) to the final target, and then to be disrupted once the cluster has been transferred, thus producing a matured final target. Second, solution NMR is the optimal technique to investigate, at near-physiological conditions and at an atomic level, protein--protein interaction events that are transient and weak. Solution NMR will be able to clearly define the molecular function of these interactions, and thus open up new horizons on how to deal with the human diseases related to defects in Fe--S protein biogenesis processes, which have been growing rapidly. In this respect, we believe that a crucial breakthrough in the Fe--S protein field might be determined by the development and the application of paramagnetic NMR methods to characterize protein--protein complexes directly in mammalian cells. Indeed, it will be possible to study at atomic resolution the interactions responsible for maturing Fe--S proteins in living cells and to investigate physiological cluster-binding properties and cluster redox states.
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